SPREADING HOPE
SOCIAL MEDIA FEEDS FLOOD WITH TRENDS AS STUDENTS DESPERATELY STAY CONNECTED ONLINE

FOR A MOMENT, THE WORLD HELD ITS BREATH. LIFE WAS AT A STANDSTILL - ROADS AND SCHOOLS LEFT EMPTY. EVENTS LEFT CANCELED. WHILE A PANDEMIC SPREAD AROUND THE WORLD, STUDENTS STAYED HOME, TRYING TO WORK ON SCHOOL AND FACETIME THEIR FRIENDS. WITH A STATE-WIDE LOCKDOWN THROUGH APRIL 17. NORMAL END-OF-YEAR EVENTS AND CELEBRATIONS CEASED TO EXIST. ALL COUNTRIES SHOWN BLUE HAVE BEEN AFFECTED IN THE PANDEMIC

STOPPING THE SPREAD
CORONAVIRUS CONCERNS SWEEP THROUGH COLORADO BEFORE SPRING BREAK. CAUSING CANCELLATIONS, CHANGES AND CHAOS

HOW DID WE MAKE IT HERE?
A TIMELINE OF THE CORONAVIRUS EVENTS THAT LED TO CANCELLATIONS AND REMOTE LEARNING PHOTO BY TOM SAVAS
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